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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the interview above, Dr. Andrew WakeBeld and Mary Holland, president and general counsel for

Children's Health Defense, discuss their new documentary Blm, "Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda,"

which we published yesterday. If you missed it, you can watch it here.

"Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda" is WakeBeld's fourth Blm. The Brst was "Who Killed Alex

Spourdalakis?" followed by "Vaxxed" and "1986: The Act." This latest Blm details the World Health

Organization's intentions to produce an anti-fertility vaccine in response to perceived

overpopulation, and how such vaccines have been used without people's knowledge or consent

since the mid-'90s.

"It's a very important story, and it's a story that I'd been aware of for some years,"

WakeBeld says. "I think a lot of people heard about this intentional infertility vaccine

program being conducted, primarily in women in developing countries such as Africa. But

it had gone into abeyance so I hadn't paid due attention.

I should have paid more attention to it, because people had asked me over the years, 'Do

you think there is a population control agenda?' ...

The allegation had been that the World Health Organization, under the guise of a neonatal

tetanus prevention program, had been deliberately sterilizing women [in Kenya] — either

using a vaccine to abort existing pregnancies or to prevent future pregnancies. They had

done this under the guise of protecting children rather than actually reducing the

population."

As explained by WakeBeld, it was no secret that the WHO had been working on an anti-fertility

vaccine since the 1970s.  Papers were published, and the WHO itself even admitted it. The real

issue here is that of informed consent. The WHO has been caught more than once deliberately

deceiving women into thinking they were vaccinated against tetanus, when in fact they were

being sterilized. This is an ethical and moral low that is hard to beat.

Covert Sterilization Campaign in the Philippines Revealed

The story detailed in this Blm begins in 1995, when the Kenyan government launched a WHO

vaccination campaign against tetanus among women of childbearing age. Dr. Stephen K. Karanja,

former chairman of the Kenya Catholic Doctors Association, became suspicious of the program

when he learned that involuntary sterilization programs posing as tetanus programs had

occurred.

That same year, 1995, the Catholic Women's League of the Philippines actually won a court order

halting a UNICEF tetanus program that was using tetanus vaccine laced with hCG. Anti-hCG-laced

vaccines had also been found in at least four other countries.

This anti-hCG-laced tetanus vaccine perfectly matched the anti-fertility vaccine the WHO had

announced in 1993. The paper trail reveals that by 1976, WHO researchers had successfully

conjugated, meaning combined or attached, human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) onto tetanus

toxoid, used in the tetanus vaccine. As a result, when given to a woman, she develops antibodies

against both tetanus and hCG.

HCG is a hormone that is produced as soon as the sperm enters the egg and the embryo begins

to form. In response to this signal, the woman's ovaries then produce progesterone, which

maintains the pregnancy to term. The conjugated vaccine effectively ends and prevents

pregnancy as her own immune system will immediately attack and destroy the hCG as soon as it

forms.

At the time, Karanja, who passed away in 2021, convinced leaders of the Catholic Church — one

of the largest health care providers in Kenya — to test the tetanus vaccine being given, to make

sure there was no foul play. Without explanation, the WHO abandoned the 1995 campaign, but in

2014, they were back with a neonatal tetanus program.

A Diabolical Agenda

Girls and women, 15 to 49 years of age, were instructed to get vaccinated with a series of Bve

injections, six months apart. Suspiciously, this is the exact schedule required for the anti-fertility

vaccine to produce sterility. Regular tetanus prevention requires only one injection every Bve to

10 years, and under no circumstance would you need Bve of them.

The Catholic Church decided to test the vaccines and collected three sample vials directly from

clinics during the 2014 campaign. The samples were tested by three independent laboratories

and, as feared, they contained hCG. Another six vials were then collected and tested. This time,

half were found to contain hCG.

When the Catholic Church went public with the Bndings, urging girls and women to not comply

with the vaccination campaign, the Kenyan government went on the offensive, insisting there was

nothing wrong with the vaccine. WakeBeld says:

"They used the media to demonize the Catholic Church and insinuate there had been

deliberate contamination of these samples with hCG to produce the result they wanted.

That's where it remained until — and this is where it gets really interesting and where the

Mlm really comes into its own — our cameras were invited back into the laboratory where

these tests were done ... [and] the truth was revealed.

It came down to a resolution of this key question of who was lying and who was being

honest? Who was cheating, who was not? It's really an extraordinary story that woke me

up to the importance of this issue. There is an extraordinary prophetic statement at the

end from the late Dr. Karanja, OBGYN from Africa. who was at the heart of all of this.

He said, 'When they are Mnished with Africa they're coming for you' ... That's probably a

pertinent place to hand over to Mary, because never could a prophecy have been more

apt, more true."

Depopulation Agenda Is Now a Conspiracy Fact

Holland continues:

"It's been very hard to answer ... when people would ask us, 'Is there a depopulation

agenda?' People would point to things Bill Gates said, like how vaccines would reduce the

population. There was an interpretation that it was going to make people healthier, and

therefore they would choose not to have more children.

It was murky. I think this Mlm really helps us understand that this is not a conspiracy

theory. It's an absolute reality ... The Mlm makes that 100% clear. There's just no question

about it. And you see the deceit and deception. Just to point out, the Rome Statute for

the International Criminal Court that most countries of the world have signed onto ...

makes forced sterilization a war crime.

This is not a trivial thing, to deprive people of informed consent and to sterilize them.

That's exactly what happened. One of the interviews in the Mlm that is so poignant is of a

woman who cannot carry a pregnancy to term. She comes to realize that she has

antibodies to hCG, and she realizes that somebody, somewhere, made her infertile. It is,

as she calls it, a diabolical agenda ...

We can now look back at what happened with the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine,

which I co-wrote a book about in 2018. One of the things we saw was that ... the teen

pregnancy rate dropped 50% from 2007 to 2018 — 50%! Now, whatever one wants to think

about unplanned pregnancies, that is a staggering drop over 10 years.

People were reporting extreme reproductive effects from the HPV vaccine. Now we're

hearing the same thing, only much more so, with respect to COVID shots. We're hearing

that women are having miscarriages, babies are literally dying from breastfeeding

mothers who have been recently vaccinated.

Congenital deformities are being reported to the vaccine adverse event reporting system

(VAERS). It's now, I think, beyond the realm of conspiracy theory to say it is very plausible

that these vaccines that are being pushed on the world — particularly the COVID shots —

have strong anti-fertility effects."

Is There Such a Thing as Vaccine Safety?

It's important to realize that no study has ever proven that any of the vaccines on the childhood

vaccination schedule are safe, especially when given in various combinations. As noted by

WakeBeld, vaccine manufacturers and people like Dr. Anthony Fauci present "an almost

kindergarten-like approach" to safety.

The blanket statement given is that vaccines in general, and the COVID shots in particular, are

"safe and effective," and that they have no adverse effects on reproduction and fertility. This,

despite the fact they've done no reproductive studies at all.

Women who hear such assurances will assume the necessary studies HAVE been done when, in

fact, that's a complete lie. The reality is, you cannot Bnd evidence of harm if you're not looking for

it. Another reality is that assumptions and guesses about science are not the same as scientiBc

evidence. One major assumption that has now turned out to be completely wrong is that the

mRNA injection stays in the deltoid muscle, the site of injection.

"No one has ever sought to determine whether they remain at the site of injection or not,

or whether they disseminate throughout the body, which of course they do," WakeBeld

says. "So, it's a naive and completely inappropriate assumption.

The other assumption that was completely inappropriate was making any assumption at

all. You're going to give this [shot] to seven billion people ... and you're going to assume

something about its safety? Then you discover, after giving it to the majority of that seven

billion population, that you were completely wrong.

In fact, it goes throughout the body. The spike protein can be found in tissues throughout

the body, including and in particular in the ovaries. There it can set up an indammatory

reaction, autoimmunity, damage and infertility. There is no question that is biologically

plausible.

So here you have the mentality of these people, that after the horse has bolted, they are

trying to shut the gate. If there is going to be damage, then the damage is done and it is

too late. That is totally irresponsible and people need to know that."

WakeBeld further points out that no clinical trial for any of the vaccines on the childhood

vaccination schedule has ever been tested against a true placebo. All have used active placebos,

such as an aluminum injection or another vaccine, which effectively hides most of the adverse

effects.

Interestingly, in some of the COVID jab trials, they actually used a completely inert placebo

(although some vaccine makers used another vaccine). But then note what happened. Before the

trial was over, they unblinded everyone and offered the jab to everyone in the placebo group,

effectively eradicating the control group altogether! Then, they tried to bury the data under red

tape for 75 years. Thankfully, a sensible judge didn't let them get away with it. WakeBeld says:

"They [PMzer] knew there were problems. They had identiMed the problems doing the

appropriate study, at least to start with, until they gave the placebo group the vaccine,

eliminating the opportunity to assess long-term safety. Then they tried to hide the data

because they knew it revealed the seriousness of the adverse reactions to their vaccine.

The court overruled them and now those data are being analyzed, and they are terrifying."

Stunning Abdication of Science

What's worse, government has incentivized ignorance under the law. They have incentivized not

knowing what the long-term effects are. Holland adds:

"What's particularly stunning, in terms of the absolute abdication from science, is that the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has said it's perfectly Mne to co-administer

the COVID shots with everything else on the childhood schedule. That is going to have

untold horriMc likely effects ...

Most pediatricians will say 'Hey, the CDC says it's Mne' ... They are going to be co-

administering these shots with other things, and there is no science to back that up.

None."

Unfortunately, the future looks grim in this regard, as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is

now considering a "Future Framework" in which vaccine makers will be allowed to reformulate

and release future COVID shots without any additional testing. Clinical trials are easy to rig to

begin with, but now they won't even have to go through the trouble of fabricating desired results.

"And, of course there will be harmful effects on fertility," Holland says. "I think it's

becoming very clear that we just have to reject all of this. It is corrupted to its core. It's

anti-human, I mean it's truly anti-human. I think the reality that we're in is becoming

clearer."

A Hopeful Note

WakeBeld adds:

"To follow-up on that, a note of hope ... People coming to this anew may think that we're

in a terribly dark time. I see it differently, having been in this now for 30 years. When I

started out, a handful of people around the world were prepared to debate the thorny

issue of vaccine safety.

Now I read the other day that 70% of American adults have rejected the CDC's

recommended protocol for the COVID vaccine. They either didn't get the Mrst dose, they

didn't get the second dose, or they have refused to get the boosters, saying this is neither

necessary nor is it safe.

Those people — 70% of American adults — according to mainstream media are anti-

vaxxers. So, whether they know it or not, they've joined our team and the other side has

lost.

This is a desperate, desperate measure; one hail Mary pass after another, and it's failing

very, very badly. For those of you who have not seen it from an historical perspective, take

heart, because the world really is waking up in an extraordinary way ...

The silver lining of the dark cloud of COVID is that it has woken so many people ... There

is an inevitability to what is happening here, and they will not get away with it for very

much longer."

We've Allowed the Creation of an Anti-Human World

As for those who insist they have no objections to childhood vaccines, only the COVID jab,

WakeBeld warns just about every vaccine safety advocate began by objecting to a single vaccine

or single ingredient before realizing it isn't that simple:

"We all came to the collective realization that this was far more complex than we had

previously imagined. They were making it more and more complex by the year, adding

more vaccines into the schedule, lumping them all together. As Mary said, the idea of

these vaccines being safe in combination was one they'd never tested but merely

assumed to be safe ...

We came to the realization that it is some cumulative toxicity, some interactive effect,

some potentiation that is leading to this massive increase in, for example,

neurodevelopmental or immunological disorders.

Had we been allowed to continue the research, any of us, all of us, we would have

answers now. But we don't have answers because the work was sabotaged at every turn,

and now we are living in a state of greater ignorance than we were before.

We're now living in a world of man-made diseases. It's absolutely staggering. None of

this need ever have happened, and yet here we are with all of these new conditions or

new variants on an old theme, like regressive autism, that we did not see before. That is

something that man has created.

Just as easily man could get rid of it if we took the initiative. That's what, collectively, we

have to do, and that's what Children's Health Defense is doing. They're alerting people to

this, waking them up, and it's working."

In addition to learning about the dangers of vaccines, people are also starting to learn more

about other environmental toxins — pesticides, genetically modiBed organisms (GMOs), air

pollution, water pollution, artiBcial foods, hormone-mimicking plastic chemicals and more, all of

which have adverse effects on health and reproductive capacity.

"I think most humans want to live in a pro-human environment," Holland says. "And I think

the corporate government world we're in right now is genuinely anti-human."

The Scale of Harm Is Staggering

While VAERS is the only publicly available database collecting adverse vaccine reactions, the U.S.

government has at least 10 other adverse event reporting systems that they're not sharing data

from.

Children's Health Defense is Bling Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for the other

systems to get a better idea of the scale of harms, but VAERS and anecdotal reports alone

suggest the scale of injuries and deaths is enormous. Data from insurance companies around the

world also conBrm this. Holland notes:

"In 2021, from one life insurance company in the United States, an Indiana company, we

know that 18 to 64 year olds suffered a 40% excess death rate. They said a 10% shift

would be a 1 in 200-year occurrence. A 40% shift is beyond catastrophic, and that's what

we're looking at. These are secrets that can't be hidden."

Panafrican Congress Is Pushing Back

Another piece of positive news is that a Panafrican Congress that was recently convened is

starting to push back against the WHO. And, if the WHO were to be banned from a continent like

Africa, it would be game over for them. Holland explains:

"The WHO is following a two-track course to get to what they say, in 2024, will be a new

international treaty, which basically will put the WHO at the center of global health and de

facto governance. One track was through U.S.-proposed international health regulations.

The U.S. proposed 12 regulations in December 2021 that would put the WHO at the

center of these things and put in place very draconian regulations that would allow the

WHO to supersede any decisions at the national government level. In a vote on those new

international health regulation amendments, 47 African countries rejected all of them.

Africa really led the way in saying 'No, we don't trust the WHO, we don't want the WHO in

this role.' That's very exciting because Africa absolutely has been exploited in every which

way by the WHO and their pharmaceutical industry partners. But, I don't think the WHO

agenda is dead. We still have a lot of work to do.

We did have on June 18 an African sovereignty coalition launch, which you can see on

the Children's Health Defense TV website. There were activists, advocates, physicians,

scientists from all over Africa, and then supporters from around the world. It's very

exciting. I think Africa is sending a message loud and clear we will not put up with this ...

We'll take it one day at a time, but I believe the WHO and its backers will fail, and certainly

many people around the world, Children's Health Defense included, are working on

lawsuits to prove there's fraud going on here, this is criminal activity. Certainly, the

authorization for young children is a criminal act.

We're going to amend the lawsuit we have, which is to contest the jabs for 5 to 11-year-

olds that the FDA authorized. We'll just amend that for these younger children. This is

devastating, this is a crime against humanity. There is no justiMcation for young children

getting these shots. They are not at risk of serious injury or death from COVID, but they

certainly are at risk from these shots."

Can the Judicial System Be Trusted?

Speaking of lawsuits, many legal actions over the past two years have failed, but Holland, who is

the general counsel for Children's Health Defense, is optimistic, because courts tend to shift with

public opinion. She's noticed courts are becoming increasingly receptive to the notion that there

may be fraud going on with the COVID jabs, and that congicts of interest play a role.

For example, two judges in New York who were assigned to cases she was representing were

recently forced to recuse themselves, after it became known they owned between $50,000 and

$500,000 in PBzer stock.

"I think we're likely to see many more successful lawsuits going forward in the next two

years than in the last two years," she says. "I think the population is coming to understand

that there are condicts of interest that prevent these people from being unbiased.

I think it's a question of time, and I think we're in a race against time, but I do believe that

lawsuits are likely to be more successful as time goes on and I think we're already seeing

that. We struck down the OSHA mandate, we struck down the mask mandates in airline

transportation, we got access to the PMzer documents. I think there's more good news

coming from the courts, I really do."

The home run, judicially speaking, would be if we could prove vaccine makers committed fraud or

"willful misconduct," as that would eliminate all of their protections against prosecution and

liability. The COVID jabs are authorized for emergency use under the 2005 PREP Act — which

Holland believes is unconstitutional — and under that law, willful misconduct must be proven by

"clear and convincing evidence."

"I believe that at this point we're getting very, very close to that threshold where we can

prove willful misconduct by clear and convincing evidence," she says.
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"At that point, I think it will be clear to the whole population that it's the liability protection

on the back end and the mandates at the front end that makes this whole enterprise

possible. I think there are serious attacks on both of those, and by the time the whole

truth comes out, the whole vaccine paradigm disappears.

I think it's in our sights, I really do. I think the health of the unvaccinated is

overwhelmingly superior to the health of the vaccinated, and that story's coming out.

Children's Health Defense is coming out with a book this fall by Dr. Brian Hooker and

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., about the science showing how much healthier unvaccinated

people are.

I think the truth is coming out, and I think the stakes are very high for the next couple

years. But I really do believe that at the end of these couple years we will be in a whole

new paradigm of vaccines and health. People have seen enough about the bad side of

COVID shots that they are now open to this. I think we're likely to see a sea change."

In closing, if you didn't watch the Blm yesterday, set aside 30 minutes to do it now. And, be sure to

watch it all the way to the end. The Bnal 10 minutes include an update on the Kenya story, a

review of what happened with the HPV vaccine, and an overview of what we know about the

COVID shots' potential impacts on fertility. It's important to realize that this depopulation agenda

didn't begin and end in Kenya. It's happening worldwide.

More Movies Are Coming

WakeBeld's Bfth Blm is already in preproduction and should be ready for release next year. This

one will be a full-length narrative feature about the childhood vaccination schedule. It was co-

written by Terry Rossio, who also wrote "Shrek," "Pirates of the Caribbean," "Aladdin" and other

well-known movie productions.

"It's a very powerful Mlm, it will really move the mindset," WakeBeld says. "It will take

those who have been awoken by the issue of COVID vaccines across the bridge from the

adult vaccine schedule to the realization that this has been happening in the childhood

vaccine schedule since the very beginning. It's a very, very important Mlm."

Children's Health Defense will also be coming out with a Blm version of Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s

book, "The Real Anthony Fauci." That will be coming out later this year, for which I was

interviewed.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,855 ratings

ORDER NOW
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God I had a friend with photocopied articles about the dangers of vaccines. It was 1996. My daughter was born in 1997 and was

not vaccinated. A few months later I found Dr. Mercola and I have been a fan ever since. Neither of my kids were vaccinated and back in

the day people thought I was crazy. People would literally step back like WE were the dirty ones! When the nonsense of 2020 began, I

knew where to Bnd the truth. Joseph Mercola is my hero. One of his early covid articles closed with this quote: "Be brave. Resist

tyranny." It is now my mantra.

For 25 years I have been reading his very educated medical advice and I use this information to help friends and patients heal

themselves. We are BLESSED to have him. I will Bght the good Bght, even though it is hopeless. To quote the last line of The Declaration

of Independence: And for the support of this Declaration, with a Brm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge

to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor. So no matter how hopeless it is, I will not give in or give up!
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great post NurseKaren, Dr.M. Is a superstar, and .. you are a valuable asset to the team too!! To take to heart the Declaration, is

quite a big deal. We are all here by design and you were led to nursing and parenting, for a time such as this. Though it may feel

hopeless, a reminder that, where there is a Will - there is a way. We are winning the battle because people are waking up and it’s

only a matter of time before the Truth rings loudly in everyone’s ears, and runs through their veins. Keep the faith and God bless

us all. P.S. did you read this article from Dr.M’s friend Steve Kirsch, it gave me goosebumps - we are on the right side of this !!!!!

 stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-safe-and-effective-narrative?utm_source..
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librophile
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:04:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awesome, inspiring post, NurseKaren45!!! Thank you so much, and like you, I thank Dr Mercola SO MUCH, and yes, he is my hero.

(I found him in 1998.) By the way, brianallen1, I was a 1960s protester with a "Question Authority" sign. (Perhaps Joe Mercola

was also; we are the same age.)
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, Nurse Karen, The anti-vax Bght is FAR from hopeless. Indeed, it is the other side that is hopeless if the world continues. They

will be destroyed completely. It is possible that rabies shots and a few others will actually turn out to do more good than harm,

but there will be no mandates for any vaccine and the vax companies will go totally broke along with much of Big Pharma. This

became inevitable in about 1986 when the US Congress passed its law to remove liability from vaccine makers. Money is not

merely greed; it is POWER. Nothing could stop vax companies from making more and more vaccines, for another company would

out-compete anybody hesitant.

Few understand the force of this. Relieved of Liability, nothing could prevent the jabs from getting more and more dangerous.

The COVID GE shots (they're NOT gene therapy, for a therapy Bxes something broken while the Clot Shots damage what was

healthy) are the crest of a tsunami wave that is now beginning to break. Today, people are realizing the Clot Shots might not be

safe, but the BigVaxxers still have enough power to force more shots into more arms. And to cover up the remedies.

Therefore hundreds of thousands or millions will continue to die over the next year or two. We cannot yet stop it, but every

individual who wakes up slows the momentum of the monster. As relatives die, some remain Brmly zombiBed--but eventually, we

will have had enough. Eventually, people will take a hard look at ALL "vaccines" and Bnd the Dutch study, the American Home

Schooler study, the Oregon pediatrician and there will be others taking a real look at vaxxed v unvaxxed. And there will be no

stopping the crushing of the vaccine industry.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM
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Thank you for sharing. My youngest is completely unvaccinated as well. I wish I had known before what I know now, as none of

my children would have ever received any of them. Likewise, I Bnd this site as one of a few with completely sound advice that

promotes basic health that doesn't attempt to cost the person an arm and a leg.
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Thank you, Karen. As a nurse, I've had to step back from conventional medicine's view that is crammed down patients' throats as

always being right without consideration to other treatment modalities. (I also got tired of the waitress with CPR role.) Time and

again, we see people getting on the medical treadmill only to lead to their demise. A recent story regarding a girl with Down

Syndrome being admitted to a hospital and providers making her a DNR without parental consent, then giving a drug they knew

could cause a cardiac arrest which it did causing her death, I no longer have a morsel of conBdence in this system.

An agenda most assuredly is being played to eradicate populations and the U.S. healthcare system is undoubtedly part of the

agenda with this idiotic "lead the sheep to slaughter" vaccine. Being a part of direct patient care anymore IMHO is being an

accessory to manslaughter. There are exactly 18 things we can cure; the rest we treat symptomatically and not very well at that.

Money rules...greed abounds.
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Thanks NurseKaren. Thought you might like this - secularheretic.substack.com/p/to-nursing-students-and-health-care
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Librophile, good for you. I was a little too young being born in 1957. I wonder what percentage of the protesters are jabbed

today?
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Be fruitful and multiply. This earth is not overpopulated, just resources squandered by greedy and corrupt governments with little

thought for their people. They live like kings in some countries while their people live in squalor and starve.
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Their hypocrisy is available for any to see who wish to do so. Meanwhile, people like me exist in the world who want nothing from

them.
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I have a message for you guys running the program, it's understandable, we eat 11 million pounds of food per minute, our uncontrolled

sex drives have population rocketing straight-line upward from 3 billion in 1960 to 8 billion early 2023, if you don't save earth who will? I

get that. You even layed out the plan for all to see from 10 to 13 minutes in www.bitchute.com/.../N4kBJLjiBUjh  8/8, Amazon's 2020

Utopia remake, not that anyone cares (few views). You did not reveal that the secret ingredients called Janus are PZP & Gonacon GnRH

antagonists, a perfect Bt but again, understandable. ...... My problem with it is your reliance on deception.

Of course you say to yourselves that we cannot be reasoned with, for example Ted Turner spoke openly about the need to reduce baby

count and all he got from us sheep is hatred rather than thought. You believe deception is your only choice. ...... But a competent elite

class would pony up some mere billions for gift cards to any vasectomy volunteers as token thanks for caring about the planet. A

competent elite class would plaster media with all the scary true stats you lose sleep over and use media which you control 100% to

convince all the hot chicks that the snipped males are the ones to be desired, as we both know how easily brainwashable the public is.

...... You tried the terror campaign against CO2 (crop food) to get us to limit our consumption. You're constantly glorifying

homosexuality to reduce baby count. You're deliberately causing obscene ingation to get us to cut back on consumption. Now you're

taking out the main support columns of the food supply to trigger it, famines, with false gag russian hacks. Your plan is to control all

food supply to raise meat prices so high only you can afford it because protein per acre is higher for direct-consumption crops like

beans and potatoes vs pasture and animal feed crops. Klaus's favorite, and topping it off we'll be forced to eat ze bugs.
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Truth is the only thing you elites have never really tried on a large scale is truth, leveling with us. Guys would line for vasectomies

to be perceived as heroes if you put it out there clearly that we are up against earth's "carrying capacity" in fresh water, arable

land, mining, and you need economies to be more predictable, to achieve something moving in the direction of a utopia, not a

utopia but at least inching toward better for all every day. Some think you got rich by being pure evil, I don't believe that. To be

viewed by history as good, I suggest you try truth for once.
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Well said Gary, Breaking the informed consent law is not the way. Neither is sneaking the life-destroying tool into to vaccines. I'm

fully supportive of using education to allow individuals to will to reduce their fertility in healthy ways. We deBnitely need to work

together as a species to curb overpopulation before it causes us way more misery and adds to congicts and mass migrations

that divide our societies even further. More land and resources shared by less humans is a good idea. It's only the result of high

global temperatures and the invention of grain crops within the Beld of agriculture that has put man into this bind, mostly in the

last 2000-4000 years.

Temps are not dropping very soon, and grain/legume harvests won't diminish until man stops his CAFO operations to feed

beef/pork/chicken that way, and stops forcing the poorest peoples of the earth to also exist on hardly any foods except cheap

grains and legumes. That's no way to eat, let alone have intelligence and radiant health. Let's work on education. Teach people

how to raise their own healthy foods and stop relying on the industrial-farming complex for food, and on the pharmacy complex

for "health". They only focus on how to increase their proBts, not on how to make the world a happy place to live.
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Problem would be that if they told the truth and we said no? There would be ZER0 trust for their poisons after that. They would

have to shoot us and make it messy.
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Bravo "garyha", well said. Russia and Japan have reduced their populations over the years quietly in a civilized way without

violence, and not even by gov. mandates and legislation, rather by the will of the people. Though their population reduction was

not necessarily the result of global overpopulation considerations, it at least proved that we, globally, can reduce our population

to a sustainable level in a sane, sensible, and civilized way(s) without wars, violence, and Bill Gates', Soros, et al, sneaky,

underhanded, despicable ways. ~~~ www.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/13/russias-population-undergoes-lar..  ~~~

japantruly.com/why-japan-population-is-decreasing
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"Few things are as destructive and limiting as a worldview that assumes people are mostly rational." Put on your "Reality goggles"

and view the trends in the water levels of Lake Mead and Powell. The two largest reservoirs in the country. Where are the tipping

points?
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Hi Gary - Not that I am advocating for their gmo, toxin-soaked, sugar-laden products; however, this recent price increase story

may set you back in your chair: "General Mills' proBt soars as consumer food prices tick up" - -

www.startribune.com/price-increases-prop-up-proBt-at-general-mills/60..  - the Corporatocracy, (corporate oligarchy,

government-corporate partnerships, fasicism) has been proBting from covid fear-porn and ensuing chaos, in so many ways.

Much is not even being reported thoroughly...the elites are only one "boot on the neck" factor!
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Want truth? go listen again to the interview above. Teen pregnancies are down 50% over the past 10 years, most likely from the

rollout of the Gardisil shots.
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Why not teach children respect for themselves, their bodies, to abstain until married? Instead we teach girls are entitled to free

sex with every man they meet, and boys are taught it is their right to bed every woman they meet, regardless of the costs in their

health, like diseases, pregnancy, having to take time out from their fun to raise a baby. Once a child was cherished, a gift, now it is

a burden, an inconvenience! My parnt knew they could not support more than one child so only had me. Now the government is

obligated to pay for and raise our offspring, not us. SELF RESPONSIBILITY AND COMMON SENSE NO LONGER EXISTS!

NOW IT IS EVERYONE ELSE'S FAULT A GIRL GETS PREGNANT, NOT HERS OR THE MAN SHE SPENT THE NIGHT WITH!

THEREFORE, THE GOVERNMENT IS RESPONSIBLE, HAS TO BE THE CARETAKER SO WE CAN HAVE FUN. I was taught that I must

take responsibility for my actions, suffer the consequences for them and my words. Plus I had to face the wrath, dissapproval of

my parents, family members and society in general for my mistakes. We canot lay all the blame on the elite, we went along with

their agenda of free love, greed for more than we needed. Time to wake up and remember the golden rule, 10 commandments.
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Or, when meat prices are out of reach for most, then most may get the opportunity to experience what I have on a low-fat

plant-based diet: an exponential increase in health, including relief from chronic, life-long illnesses like allergies, sinusitis,

neurological conditions and more. (Sadly the "high protein" diets like keto are also high fat and only offered temporary results.

Then I got even sicker. But I sure enjoyed eating all that grass fed butter!!) The Lord works in mysterious ways, as they say!
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I have followed population densities for years and "too many people' is a lie. It is one of those lies that is so big no one suspects

it. You know, tell great a lie and repeat it many times until it is fact. China's reproduction rate 15 years ago was 1.6, Russia 1.4,

USA 2 and has fallen to 1.8, Mexico is less than 2, France has been importing Moroccans for years. The French built cities for

these people outside of their major cities, serviced by busses to bring them in for work. At one time Denmark had a lusty

population and far out produced any other European country. Now the reproduction rate is so low the government of Denmark

has posted bil.boards I politely begging people to reproduce.

At the time of the above study the only people of the world were the Arabs with an average of 8 children per household. Another

study I have read projects the world population will be 10% of the present population by 2050. We are being insidiously reduced
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study I have read projects the world population will be 10% of the present population by 2050. We are being insidiously reduced

in numbers by several means of poisons. It has been said, and rightly so I believe, that the greatest natural resource in the future

will be people. PS: I had a vasectomy at 33 and will say it was in my top 3 greatest mistakes.
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I'm with Hercster. They're afraid we'd say no, and then they've tipped their hand. And I think we would say no. If there is one thing

I've learned to my dismay it's how utterly, completely without reason and rationality most people are, and they have no interest in

changing. Human history has been a train wreck of misery under the rule of tyrants not because of the tyrants The power is in

numbers, which the people possess. They get what they deserve. I could be overly pessimistic, that's just the way I see it.

WakeBeld and Mary offer some hope, which I much appreciate. The gip side is I always thought if someone would stand up to the

leftists who got their way for decades simply by calling opponents racists and bigots the voters would love it. Trump, for his

many faults, proved that to be true. The people showed some brains there, so maybe there is hope.
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Mary990
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If they want to reduce the Earth's population without a struggle, all they have to do is make it where no one wants to have kids

unless they can afford them. Instead, they incentive those who cannot and then condemn the ones that can and then they

wonder why they have such a mess on their hands.
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"Mary990", "If they want to reduce the Earth's population without a struggle, all they have to do is make it where no one wants to

have kids unless they can afford them." Why the U.S. gov, and many states, in this day and age, subsidize procreation via their

fed/state income tax systems with deductions, is beyond me. A FAIR, gat/gross income tax would be appropriate.
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Births in Brst world countries are dropping below replacement. We'd continue to have enough to feed our population if the people

in the shadows who control so much of the world would stop lacing our skies with chemicals that cause droughts and high

temperatures. They are killing our planet and our people with their agenda. I know some of them have private islands where they

can retreat to that are fully stocked to keep them alive for decades. Thousand of food animals are being killed because they're

"sick". Food processing plants are burned down. Giant refrigeration units are breaking down and food is spoiling. This is a

multi-faceted war on humanity. I didn't used to believe in conspiracy theories, but more and more of those theories are becoming

reality.
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Depopulation of the Earth is mass murder! Anyone who promotes genocide is a terrorist even if it's a government. Most if not all

pharmaceuticals are dangerous all you have to do is look at the adverse reactions to these drugs. We need to be proactive when it

comes to our health.
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In my understanding we need to support and spread this to protect our freedom of choice homeopathychoice.org/supplements
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Its not the FDA, it is US Senator D!ck Durban, look him up as he has been going after supplements for years. Look where his

funding for his seat in Congress comes from.
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Yeah, "rrrosie", and here is just one of many IL D. Sen. Dyck Durbins vitamin supplement agandas websites.

anh-usa.org/durbin-bill-signals-end-of-high-dose-supplements  And defenders of the Second Amendment despise Durbin as

well. www.ccrkba.org/durbins-gun-control-priority-shows-democrat-danger-to-2..
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In my family my combined parents and step parents produced 13 children through birth and adoption. I married and had 3 children, they

married and produced 8 children with their spouses. We’ve done our part to keep repopulating. However two of my children chose to

vaxx themselves and their children so it’s uncertain if 5 of the 8 grandchildren will be able to reproduce when they mature. It’s a strange

world when those in power do all they can to weaken or kill you, your family, your neighbors and friends. The Matrix isn’t just a movie-
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Hi "Kat", "In my family my combined parents and step parents produced 13 children through birth and adoption. I married and had

3 children, they married and produced 8 children with their spouses. We’ve done our part to keep repopulating." I have in the past,

commented and ranted here on the Mercola forum of the importance of a global, sustainable population in a sane, civilized and

sensible way. And in some of those comments, I have stated in so many words, that I always recognize that many forum

members either have large families, or come from large families, and that I have no problem with that. To criticize those past

large family folks would be inane and counterproductive. It's only the future that counts. We cannot expand the global population

endlessly, something's gotta give. We should know that best of all, since we protest the big fake and toxic, nonorganic food

producers who thrive to feed the planet.
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I like the way you put this Grulla. "It's only the future that counts."  I would add, if we think what the Cabal is doing is underhanded

and ruthless, just think what may happen if nature goes in an unexpected direction (weather anomalies), or multiplying

insurrections spawning massive human migrations, or TRUE pandemics made possible by genetically weakening our species via

excessive drug use and sales of fake foods. These can wipe out populations so much faster than anything the NWO is suspected

of planning at this time.  We are just lucky we still have some choices if we happen to be in one of the freer, better educated

societies on Earth. This could get a lot worse in terms of loss of life, and not due to what we see plotted out by Davos.
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Britain encourages too many children by paying beneBts and family allowance for each child born. In fact the best way for a

young female to get a house is get pregnant. Then you get housed get all beneBts just keep having babies and you never need to

work. The immigrants coming to the UK get all these and other beneBts without ever having paid into the tax system. Hence why

so many immigrants head for Britain regardless if they travel past other safe countries. I read of a British woman with 22

children. Me - I had two children.
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Katndognco, it will be interesting to see how it shakes out. I feel like I am the Twilight Zone and have felt that way for going on 2

years now.
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Mary990 I knew almost immediately on an intuitive level then backed by scientiBc data presented by Ivor Cummins that the

prescribed pandemic was false. When Trump told us to lockdown for two weeks I was shocked American’s would agree yet they

did; but not me. I drove wherever I wanted that was open and just went for drives to look around. When they said hospitals were

overgowing I took a friend with me as a witness. Zero were busy; they were empty! I argued against masks, I was tossed out of

stores, refusing to enter some if mandated. Even at work I fought for my right to breathe freely. We’re at 2 1/2 years of intense

lies and deception from all in power; politically, Bnancially and socially.

Many including myself have lost friends, family, Bnancial security, social standing. We’ve been verbally and physically attacked,

ejected from social media sites, scoffed at, people screaming they hoped I would die from covid and be refused medical

treatment for it, etc. This is more like squid games than the twilight zone. These people don’t stop at mystery and fear they’ve

gone full mass murder with open intentions of continuing to do so. Oddly enough so many sit idly chatting about it yet fail to

prepare. Get a Bre arm(s) and ammo up. You may not survive but you shouldn’t go alone into the night. These predators need to

know we bite too.
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Katndognco, I suppose it remains a real possibility lockdowns may happen again in the very near future. I'm guessing that while

many were complaining and even have said, never again, if it locks down again, they will do it again.
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AMEN, "MoMac", your report is very scary.
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Mary990, bc I don’t have a tv I don’t get much news. Regardless being out in the public on occasion I see the effects. People

masking up again! I’m hopeful we (Americans) begin protesting in the streets!!
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I Bnd it interesting that so many who commented here assume that we are overpopulated, rather than that the planet's resources are

simply unfairly allocated. While we have been taught over decades that there are too many of us, please remember that the eugenics

agenda appeared long before population was an issue. Foresight had little to do with that agenda being promoted. If it had, we'd have

spent our time and resources looking for ways to design our world so that its resources weren't used to beneBt the few at the expense

of the many. Home gardens would be the norm instead of the exception for example. Yes, there are too many people for us all to live

like the developed world does ... with our level of waste and consumption. But that doesn't necessarily mean there are too many people.

Just too many oblivious, entitled, selBsh people perhaps. The overpopulation premise is as questionable to my mind as the assumption

that vaccines prevent disease.
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So glad to read Dr. WakeBeld's comments that there is hope on the horizon since more and more people are waking up. OH, please, dear

universe, help us Bght this travestry of judgment created by sociopathic people in positions of power, and thank you to all the intrepid

purveyers of TRUTH, who despite the backlash, kept pushing the truth out there.
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Doctors 100 years from now will look back at this era and consider the doctors of today barbarians. Imagine, actually injecting antigens

and viruses directly into a person's blood. What ignorance. What willful stupidity.
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Doctors are already considered greedy, incompetent, unethical,poisoners, murderers and ignorant fools by many. People just

don't broadcast it. I guess I just did.
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"Once you gamble on stupid, and lose, there's no other strategy that doubling-down." You are who you are - truth, reason, and

evidence won't change that. If they did - you wouldn't be stupid.
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I'm sure Dr. Mercola knows full well the objective is to depopulate and the onset of the Wuhan virus was the catalyst to enact a full

blown dictatorship with brain dead youth parading around protesting the supreme court decision to reverse Roe v. Wade. We are once

again back to this 'my body, my choice' idiocy unless it involves the deadly covid injection. How could anyone forget the actions of the

Democrats who were complicit in the deaths of so many people nationwide and the same in Europe. As for the Catholic church don't be

fooled because the moron who holds the title of Pope is a stooge for these global lunatics who somehow thing they will never cease to

exist. Time for action matter of fact it is way past due for action to stop these lunatics who are in key positions of power. If anyone

thinks things will temper you had better think again because before years end things are going to get REAL ugly.
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People should check out the support of another eugenicist regime in Germany in the 1930's - 1940's.... They (the "church") helped

to get "nuhtzees" out via the ratline, in the mid 1940's. Dirty dirty hands with blood under their Bnger nails.  Then the OSS (now

the CIA) Operation Paperclip gave them citizenship and carte blanche in the US!!!  The German people lost the war - the rats just

ged to other countries and here we are.
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Pharma-med treatment of chronic and infectious disease gourished over the past 100yrs because because they hid the truth and

governments, suck-Bsh universities and media smelled the money...more nothing burgers sold than McDonalds! They labeled nutrition,

Vitamin C, herbal and home remedies worthless, and sold their phony science to a gullible public. Meanwhile guoride, grain ag, veg oils,

GMOs, metals and the rest of industrial Blth were ignored as disease vectors..just to strengthen their authority, eliminate competition

and shill for other bad monopoly technologies.. Science got totally perverted and dragged down a rabbithole as the public was divided,

confused, disinformed.

LIFE like your homes, cars and the world RUNS ON ENERGY. What may have started as a proBtable fraud has deBnitely become the MD

Ministry of Death to match war for clearing unwanted populations...a higher form of cannibalism. Detectives "follow the money" to

solve crimes..Mechanics look at batteries/alternators to Bnd why a car won't start....real medicine follows the "e- electrical energy" to

prevent and cure disease....Bio-weapons have been created and implemented in the past, so it was no surprise when Fauci slimed the

planet...You can only protect yourselves, the Big Picture is a Big Mess. zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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CHARGE! of the light brigade?? "Their demented shots" are going after human energy (stealing glutathione), energy generation by

changing weather patterns, drying up water supplies, and farming ability. Perhaps you will consider a new article on acidiBcation

- microcosm, macrocosm, Alaska is burning?
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Well, I am completely non-vaccinated. 74 years old and absolutely Bne. Not even caught cold.. I have always suffered from Cattarh

living in a damp climate here in the UK, I guess. I was a little worried when the news re Covid Brst broke, but then got suspicious about

the way this thing was spreading. I think if I remember correctly, it was one person came from Italy and the next thing they were talking

shut-down. I will say that back in the 1990s, I heard a David Icke talk over here, when everybody was laughing at him... I couldn't quite

agree with what he said, but I did recognise a man who had a 'satori' or enlightenment. He was actually talking about all the New World

Order and all this stuff happening, but it seemed too Orwellian at the time for me.
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Those who were responsible for approving the vaccines didn't care to do much testing on them because they already knew it wasn't

safe, and that was part of their agenda. It worked out the way they intended it to.
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I’ve been at this for almost 50 years after all 3 of my children had adverse effects to the childhood vacs at that time. I will never back

down. I have seen my grandchildren and now great grandchild saved from this. Unfortunately some of my family wanted to travel so

took the Covid. I will continue to be a second class citizen forever. It may mean that I will never be able to travel to see some of my

family that lives in the US but of what value are your beliefs if you back down on these important issues. Glad so many have joined the

cause after all these years of almost being alone and criticized.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/10/2022 4:03:57 PM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might be thought of a second class citizen by some ignorant people. But you are a Brst class person.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/10/2022 5:56:02 PM
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Understandable so ... I watched with my own eyes my older 2 kids have adverse reactions from them. One of them in fact within

a matter of an hour afterwards, which upon going through it only two words come to mind ... I'm done. My youngest hasn't had

any and is by far the healthiest of then. In a way, experiencing this has given the family and others the complete refusal for the

now being forced clot shot upon everyone. So I've essentially been living as a second class citizen, which most people really

don't care, but for whatever it is worth, when I wake up each morning, I have my pride, I have my dignity and my heart isn't all

screwed up either.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It really goes back to the MASSIVE cover up of the Salk polio vaccine disaster (and the Sabin - the sugar cube which I got in 5th grade) -

Causing an explosion in the polyoma virus (soft tissue cancers, whcih we have seen in years following the widespread use of the Polio

vaccine. ). The government went into overdrive to cover it all up and destroy the doctors (initially two women) who tried to blow the

whistle. Sound familiar? The problem was that the polio vaccine was grown on green monkey kidneys infected with SIV-40. After that -

the polyoma virus was weaponized.... Please read "Dr. Mary's Monkey by Edward T. Haslam
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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We are now seeing phase 2 of the depopulation agenda in the Netherlands -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/whats-happening-in-the-netherlands
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nwblacksmith
Joined On 12/30/2021 10:33:13 AM
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A little thought experiment: Gather all the people in the world (9 billion as a nice round number) and move everyone to Texas. What

would the population density be? Talking people and space. Not counting food production, water and waste treatment, streets or roads.

How densely packed would everyone be? Answer? About 1/3rd as densely packed as the people in Manhattan. Do the numbers. People

are small, this planet of ours is HUGE. Malthusian predictions have always turned out to be wrong. You think that they would learn by

now...
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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nwblacksmith  I respect your opinion and your statement is true.  But is it truthful? Modern society requires more that just

physical space. First - reliable electrical power. That electricity is used to pump water into reservoirs that provide holding

capacity and water pressure. Water under pressure has many purposes - including Bre protection. It also provides for sanitation.

Electricity, water, & sanitation are the foundations - not physical space (gy over the US - lots of space with no electricity, water, or

sanitation). These "carrying capacity" demands can be modeled and provide trends (no standing still). These "carrying capacity"

trends are geometric in progression.  Thus as the trend extends - you will reach a tipping point. The "right-end" of the hockey

stick. An example of a society at their tipping point is Sri Lanka  

 www.aljazeera.com/gallery/2022/7/10/photos-all-that-happened-in-sri-la..
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BUT, when you want to control the eorld, be the one and only supreme ruler never learn. They only enlist some allies to gain

control of the masses. Then they will begin a feeding frenzy, killing off one another to become the one and only one.
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Oh, they have known all along. Your example goes against the narrative and their nefarious agenda.
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Hello "nwblacksmith", "A little thought experiment: Gather all the people in the world (9 billion as a nice round number) and move

everyone to Texas. What would the population density be? Talking people and space." This global population issue is not so

much about land space as it is about 9 billion people over-consuming our safe and natural resources, and big pharma, big aggie,

big corporate food producers, etc. providing toxic solutions to all these problems. And not to mention our safe ground water and

waterways being contaminated by chemical fetilizer runoff, as well as clean air issues. All that said, if we are not experiencing

overpopulation now, then what is and when, and to what end??? If you are new here, I hope you stick around on the Mercola

website articles and forums in order to get you up to speed on all these critical environmental issues.
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Interesting. I was warned about just this thing by my parents back in the 1960s. Guess they were on to something, huh.
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Peanuts comic strip from the early 60s. Lucy praising Rachel Carlson along with telling Linus "soon there will be so many people

you won't have a place to stand!"
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My sister's granddaughter, at six months old, has chicken pox. This child is NOT at a daycare, her mother works from home! Her

pediatrician didn't even know what it was! So all these vaxx's that a child takes after birth, what's in them? I believe that both parents

took the Jab as well. How does a baby get chicken pox? Young people better wake up!
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Many have had a rough time of it. For a while, kids graduating college were booted off their parents health insurance policy.

Being omnipotent at that age, failed to continue their boosters. More than a few ended up with wicked cases of chicken pox (its

way worse when older), quite a few landed in hospital. You may want to look up several theories that actually getting that pox

may protect you from certain cancers when older, like in your 50s and 60s.
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That is interesting because the varicella vax isn't even administered until a child is 1 year old.
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”The silver lining of the dark cloud of COVID is that it has woken so many people”. It’s an ill wind, as they say, that blows nobody any

good. Out of even the direst situations, some good must come. Compared with even two years ago, we are wiser and more aware of

what and who is in control of our lives, we have joined the dots and ARE prepared to learn from history and stop repeating it. To

WakeBeld it must have seemed the end of a dream, of a promising career in medicine, cut short by a dark agenda he knew nothing

about but which we now know controls much more than individual life choices. Look at him now. It’s almost as if some external but

benign force was guiding him to the point where he can help right the wrongs of those man made diseases and Bght back against

globalist crimes against humanity - a much more important task.

Don’t know if there is any outside inguence on your path in life but I have experience of a seemingly bad decision causing heartache

and despondency but after a while, new doors open and opportunities arise that might not otherwise have lead to a role in the eternal

struggle between good and evil. Nothing can be more important than that. Whoever said that the secret of freedom lies in educating

people, whereas the secret of tyranny is in keeping them ignorant provided the key to success but now that we are informed, we can

begin to take back control. “In my end, is my beginning” as Mary, Queen of Scots prophetically predicted before her death.
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It often takes a jolt, or as you say, an ill wind, to knock sense into the people. You are absolutely right that these past two years

have smartened us up and we are now seeing through the veils of illusion and delusion. I had never realized how propagandized

we have been even though I am sharper than most in this area. It is deBnitely time to take back our power and our own truth.
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Nothing brings people to their senses faster than perceived threats to their family and their very existence?
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"Don’t know if there is any outside inguence on your path in life but I have experience of a seemingly bad decision causing

heartache and despondency but after a while, new doors open and opportunities arise that might not otherwise have lead to a

role in the eternal struggle between good and evil. Nothing can be more important than that." "28 And we know that all things

work together for good to them that love God, to them who are the called according to his purpose. Read full chapter Romans

8:28 in all English translations."
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A thank you for Dr. WakeBeld who has kept on trucking after the vicious attacks on him & his integrity for decades for bringing attention

to Maybe We Should Look Closer at Vaxxx's & gut issue due to a Possible Link between them & autism in certain segments of the

population, especially the children. One of the Brst if not the Brst Fauci Hit Jobs. (Yes, Va-xxx's, no typo, you Bgure it out.) Sketchy

Vaxxx safety studies for just regular individual Vaxxx's most people feel familiar with.

No studies for the interactions between them. With 70% of the adult population rejecting the current Covid Planned-Demic dictates &

who are now looking at things with a broader view, seeing a larger picture, seeing beyond the veneer of the Marketing Science. The

Planned-Demic's shut out the competition, the Para$tic Predator$ Global Monopolies WEF directed takeovers of gov't's & institutions

cannot hide their stink. When we're are living in a world of man-made diseases with potions keeping the disease, just lowering the

symptoms, then to see all the personal & collective damage, it opens the eyes to see how the same behavior has "penetrated" most if

not all our institutions.

The Va-xxx's along with Environmental toxins have right along been leading Humanity to the Eve of Destruction. While the Predator$

Machine pumps out carefully framed memes to Divid & Conquer to Rule those they cannot survive without & Cull those they Bnd

undesirable.

Those same memes keep us on the street screaming at one another. While the formally unseen, undiscussed depopulation parade of

Va-xxs's & environmental toxins could very well take us out long before climate disasters. Full disclosure. I lean into the poles have

warmed up to high. I don't believe we have until 3 o'clock next Tuesday to do something. It's more of the same let no crisis go without

taking advantage of it. Block out anything simple, free & abundant, to herd us into the desires & designs of a 1%.
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Here’s the documentary realRose mentioned from 2014 Documentary Trace amounts www.bitchute.com/.../mChC5qkDK9Fy
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Kanajelly, Thank you so very much for posting this super important video upon the evolution of the autism catastrophe. To see

the number of "important people" involved in protecting this poison is simply staggering. I can't understand anyone in their right

mind allowing precious vulnerable babies to be stabbed with probably the most toxic substance on earth. I can only conclude

that many of our present leaders in the CDC and Big Pharma already have their own brains poisoned by this monstrous

substance, just as so many dentists do. No wonder no reasoning works with them and why our nation and indeed, the world, are

in tailspin of wrong decisions, with negativity and fatalism governing their thinking.
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Please take six minutes of your time and watch this video with Dr Michael Yeadon -

sagehana.substack.com/.../dr-mike-yeadon-in-six-minutes
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There is a control group made up of self declared unvaccinated volunteers. Anyone who has not received the jab can join.

members.vaxcontrolgroup.com
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Thank you. I found out about this via CHD website and signed up. Of course in doing a search via Google, I came across a

negative article written (I forgot who) which said the stats for this will not be used in any way .... ? One "journalists" opinion. I

wish I would have kept the article.
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If I were considering joining, I would check the trustworthiness (as much as we can these days) of Wiki, Telegram, and the others

involved in this data culling operation.
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Folks, we all need to share this with everyone. Dark days, but there is light at the end of the tunnel. Thank you Dr. Mercola for being a

light by shining the light on the truth.
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When all other possibilities do not meet the facts, then the solutions to a problem are likely what is really happening. I got a little bit

suspicious long before the current situations have occurred. Joe Bidden brought up that the UFO situation is likely real. Suddenly that

idea was dropped. That is why we play "what if" over a number of developments. One of which is a very interesting development of

technology that is far greater than what we might experience as normal otherwise. Nuclear being one of those techs. Suddenly we are

faced with a likely nuclear congict with major players around the planet?

Suddenly almost over night biowarfare in these viruses becomes common? The four horsemen in the Bible suddenly becomes very

real? What part do the big pharmacy companies play in all of this with their inguences over economic things? The next step if I am right

will be famine. The devaluation of all currency might be next. I am only mentioning possible things that are likely to happen next if this

population reduction has a real motive in things we are not being told.
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This is exactly how I would plan it! Provided I was a member of a group of people working to depopulate the planet. Provided said group

was inguenced by people that wanted this planet for their own uses. But we need to deBne "people". In ancient times, there are

numerous superior "people" representing themselves as "gods". We even have descriptions of said "gods" using humanity as their

workers to produce temples. These so called historical "gods" often sacriBced human beings in their temples. This is not local. It is

history. About the time of Abraham, a great civil congict happened and the winning "god" drove the other "gods" off the planet in that

time period.

Come forward today. In our time, a systematic drive to reduce said populations all over the planet appears to be happening. I suggest

we check the individuals actually leading a depopulation drive because it is very suspicious. These legends of "gods" are not just in one

place. It is multiple places throughout the world. Most of these "so called" gods had superior abilities to live very long lives far beyond

what normal humans lived. In order to take over this planet, this group would have to reduce the population in a very drastic way. This

group is described both in the Bible and out of it.
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group is described both in the Bible and out of it.

They are described as appearing to be human. Tall people that may be up to 12 feet tall. Described as reproducing with humans. Others

are described in the 6 foot tall class. Our history as humans goes back at least 200,000 years. Possibly longer. Yet our knowledge of

human history only goes back about 12,500 years. There are claims of royal families reproducing with this group such as the one in

Japan. Another mystery is the American Indians. They are Mongolian racially. Yet they predate what I call the Cain curse in which a

mark on the face is predominant. Within 4 generations, every conqueror in China has this mark. Yet the American Indian does not. Is the

current depopulaton related to this history?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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In the US, we take out the trash (and the RINO's) in November/January and close the white house old folks home in '24.   The WHO (and

their CDC - FDA lackeys) can kiss our posteriors - both cheeks. Canada needs to kick out Fidel's love child and in the UK - throw Boris in

the Thames!!!
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RedRavenSounds
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There is only one word for this- SATANIC. God Bless.
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Didn't gates say that was their intention. Public record yet masses refuse to believe that he said it.
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alanj1
Joined On 10/27/2017 4:39:04 PM
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Could the REAL depopulation be the removal of all the satanic evil from all over the galaxies and the multi-verse? I sense a change that

is suttle, and like nothing else. That it is good. There is a genle stiring going on.
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Barb1929
Joined On 11/8/2007 4:50:58 PM
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Of course people are dying! That's the whole intent of the vax. The jab has nothing to do with keeping anyone healthy. The purpose is

reduction of global population. It's working as intended. However, it's the best kept secret for the media -- including conservative media.

Fox is ignoring the truth.
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mixitup56
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@Florida1 sorry you are a bit slow. Obviously I was being facetious when I stated we should demand that CO platforms like this one and

CHD not lead folks in circles and offer real solutions since DUH that's what they are designed to do. Good luck thinking you will get

rights and liberties back from these type of managed /owned multimillionaire. LOL. In fact this site has banned me for talking about this

and the Jesuit/Masonic/NWO organization behind all the deceptions and psychological operations. This is my alternate entry to the

site..I'll see how long I last before the 1984 thought police here ban me again.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We don't live in a perfect world, but not every problem needs govt involvement. As Reagan said, "Govt is not the solution. Govt is the

problem." With the revolving door between govt and industry, these 2 are often the same. So many problems could be solved by

individuals at the family-unit-level if people understood the power they hold to control their destiny. The more of our rights we cede to

govt, the fewer liberties we retain.  There ain't no free lunch--never has been, never will be. Dependency always ends up being a trap.

 That does not mean you will never struggle, but challenges will bring you valuable lessons. It is not good to live in fear. Better to work

hard, persist and have faith that all will work out in the end. It usually does.
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The proper number of children to have is how many you can provide a loving home for and raise to become responsible adults and not a

burden on society.  Of course, I am speaking only of the circumstances a person has control over, not unfortunate individuals who may

be disabled in some way. When I see large families on the dole, I feel it is unfair to those who are being taxed to support their choices.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Back in the day, 1956, I was in the 2nd grade, and Jonas Salk had spent MANY years developing his Polio Vaccine. I, and my entire 2nd

grade class, were called "Polio Pioneers" We all got "the shots". Yes, there were 2, I believe, I still have my polio Pioneer" card. All those I

went to school with, graduated High School all together! ! ! NO DEATHS. From what I remember, Salk spent 11 years developing the

Polio "vaccine"! I know that science has advanced greatly, over these years, BUT, How can they put something out like the covid vaccine,

so quickly?!?!? They CAN'T! They are killing people!
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM
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Our politicians should be forced to disclose their corporate “donors” & personal stock investments by wearing those corporate logos on

their attire, like NASCAR drivers.
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Jen47
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WHY is there not a class action lawsuit against this move for depopulation???
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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High Level psychopaths and sociopaths, up to no good as usual; they are high level because they can sucker a huge number of people

into accepting/doing harm to themselves for BS reasons, and these devils take great pleasure in the resulting harm. Until people are

informed, accept, say no, and even get angry, this will keep happening. A fast temporary solution would be for these devils to die, but

people would eventually forget this horror. So, people must see this horror, learn the nature of these devils, and make law to

_permanently_ block all of them from positions of power, especially in business and government!
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM
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Leave no dark corner China is building a digital dictatorship to exert control over its 1.4 billion citizens. For some “social credit” will

bring privileges —for others, punishment. By China correspondent Matthew Carney Updated 10 Jul 2020 Published 17 sept 2018 What

may sound like a dystopian vision of the future is already happening in China. And it’s making and breaking lives. The Communist Party

calls it “social credit” and says it will be fully operational by 2020. https://www.abc.net.au/news ...
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The virus is biological warfare that doesn't get everyone. What they call vaccine, also biological warfare, gets those missed by the virus

yet have deBciency in being protected by sound thinking combined with inappropriate trust of presumed authorities. Both have

long-term depopulation consequences. From my preparedness perspective, I've long expected desperate population densities,

incapable of surviving the harsh times to come, to be a challenge. But now I see that those who worship "the science says" and "believe

in" and have faith in their idolatry of so called "vaccine" have made decisions with the consequence that they will not be around to be

part of preparedness challenges. be prepared, be very prepared
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Orcus_
Joined On 9/4/2021 10:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

greatgameindia.com/covid-vaccine-fetal-abnormalities   =====   docbrown77.substack.com/p/must-read-the-vaccine-effect-on-fertility
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jwl4842
Joined On 10/24/2013 10:30:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr.Mercola for everything you do!!
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Joined On 6/18/2022 5:20:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/emerg..
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donald12
Joined On 4/24/2011 10:31:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time that the whole world LOCKS Down The WHO and Bill and Melinda Gates and Big Pharma conBscate all their Total assets And try

Them in Military War Tribunals For CRIMES Against Humanity! PERIOD!
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TheTotalTruth
Joined On 8/5/2021 1:22:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Slowing population growth is nothing new because it has been going on for many decades. Population growth is exponential. They

started with water guoridation which reduced the number of births per woman everywhere it was introduced. Claiming it was good for

teeth. Plastics and plastic nanoparticles which has a very wanted effect on humans and animals by the people instigating these

population control methods. All that isn't enough because the human population is still growing therefore further methods are deemed

necessary. A nuclear war wouldn't surprise me TBH.
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mvoloshen
Joined On 10/16/2021 10:53:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your guests seem to agree with each other that the masses are awakening to the vaccine poison they've allowed to be injected into

their bodies and that as the masses will awaken, they will no longer allow this. I would like to agree with your guests, but the

establishment will push back hard against those who Bght against their will. Food, money, mobility, etc., will be denied. I don't know how

this will end, but for some, it will end with bloodshed.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We live in a world where evil has tremendous power. Always has been so, and always will be. I don't mean that to support futility, but to

know we must persevere against ignorance.
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Joined On 7/10/2022 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I truly doubt it but if it is indeed true then I'm all for it, as well as free birth control in poor countries and those with low income,

continuos sex education for youth in every corner of the world, especially on how to prevent an unwanted pregnancy.
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spartacusjones
Joined On 11/22/2012 10:12:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe it is reasonable to infer a person's intentions from the natural and foreseeable consequences of their actions.
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Joined On 10/5/2021 3:48:05 PM
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Congratulations to the CEO of PBzer: www.genesisprize.org/press-center/2022-01-19-jewish-nobel-awarded-to-p..
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. This is a killing time. When they say by the year 2030 everyone will own nothing and be happy they mean we will all be dead.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With more guns than people here,And the ugly fact of being killed off,Guerrilla cong-isims will have bullets gying,and those

shooting ,when told to give up.....That which Mercy can not Rehabilitate,,,Justice will eventually Annihilate...  i`m trusting Jesus,

and not one human...
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This leaves no doubt that THEY want to kill everything as fast as possible: www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the labels "agenda "or "campaign" are unimportant compared to the cold fact that these drugs are depopulating the world.  Let

those with awareness carry on and the sheep will be culled out.
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You can bet your Brst class buttox that NO ROCKEFELLER OR OTHER 'GIANT' NAME IS ever going to be sterilized... howsomeever....you

can also bet that same buttox that we??? the (to be culled) public WILL. NOW WHEN DID THAT BECOME SOP??? WAY TOO FAR

BACK....WAY TOO FAR. FIX IT DEAR HENRY '''FIX IT'"
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They" Well... Where do "they" come from? Answer: "They" are our children, brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, neighbors, friends. "They"

can be seen in business o{ces. Walking down the street, or in a park. Perhaps smiling at the dinner table. > > > “A tyrant needs above

all a tyrant-state, so he will use a million little civil servant tyrants who each have a trivial task to perform, and each will perform that

task competently, and without remorse, and no one will realize that he is the millionth link in the Bnal act.” From: Henri Verneuils Blm I

Comme Icare Release date: Dec 19, 1979 Sueing someone for being a murderer seems pretty counter-intuitive...
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The "they" I was referring to come from parents who were also so-called elites who in turn took over these roles from their

parents. This has been so for generations.  Minor tyrants and yes men there will always be along with those who beneBt and so

will go along. But those who plan and pay for this evil are not our children, brothers and mothers. That is very much a closed

circle.
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I believe by experience living in this selBsh world for more than 6 decades that we are abused and used and lie to 24/7 by the powerful

interest that are behind all the political stablishment in the world. So do your own soul searching Bnd that moral light and follow it. Is a

person not an ideal or philosophy his name is Jesus Christ.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/10/2022 6:59:47 AM
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12nlightn351
Joined On 7/15/2021 3:08:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately,..Klaus and Kill and Antonio and Bideness and all the other scum that has slithered into our lives (I will say many still don't

question this manufactured authority),...any statements of intelligence and logic and addressing the wrongs of their ways,..they don't

give a rats *** what us sheeple say,...all they hear is bah, bah, bah," So any attempts to appeal to their human side is d.o.a. ! Its time to

Do A Gandhi. No compliance in any way whatsoever,...the only answer to them is the middle Bnger.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM
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Genocide is as old as human history. And the weapons are as diverse as they are wicked. The Armenians were tied to trees and the

trees set on Bre. The Jews were sent to gas chambers. The Rwandan Hutu killed nearly a million Tutsi with machetes. They want us

divided and unarmed; they want us uninformed and weak; they want to control and even cull the population. These "vaccines" are a

weapon. Abortion is a weapon. Starvation is a weapon. They want to eliminate our individual sovereignty. They want a total monopoly

over the use of force. mistermicawber.substack.com/p/dear-s-a-letter-to-my-ex-pat-sister?r=11..
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margaretannaalice
Joined On 7/10/2022 3:24:05 AM
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I examine the depopulation agenda dating back to the 1970s in "A Mostly Peaceful Depopulation"

(margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/a-mostly-peaceful-depopulation ), the essay I wrote in preparation for my recent Corona

Investigative Committee interview. For more details, see my three-part series, "Anatomy of a Philanthropath: Dreams of Democide &

Dictatorship" (margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/anatomy-of-a-philanthropath-dreams/ ).
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aussiegold
Joined On 8/5/2021 11:29:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Italian Doctor in MAY 2020 already WARNED of this as a DEPOPULATION AGENDA - - - ALERT ! THIS IS NOT A DRILL - NEW World Order

Plan - - ClassiBed DePopulation of Earth Document - - -   www.brighteon.com/8e92ccc7-28d2-4d30-b687-8a6b258d0764
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for shining a light in these dark times, Dr. Mercola. I have been following Andrew WakeBeld’s work for many years, and this

article really does give me hope.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Thank you Dr Mercola, for your words and thoughts. Love L
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God sees it all & allows for the free will choices of men, & just consequential judgment to match. If there's a 'panafrican' pushback

against vaccines, it's as orchestrated, plotted, schemed & set into place as the other phony dialectic divisions disallowing whole truth &

inconvenient facts, partnerships etc. Like 'liberal'/'conservative', or 'Republican/Democrat', both of & directed by occulted MYSTERY &

her spirit driving the deceiving & being deceived, including the idolatrous humanist schemers like that old fox Herod, the Idumean

kissing Roman butt & sacriBcing sons& wives as 'necessary' to 'survive',& the body of old destitute,blind & dead Laodicea who thinks

she is rich, sighted & alive.

He still died & went to Hell. ANY choice but the ones that matter. Dialectics like Ukraine or Russian, like anti- or pro-'terrorist',& on, & on

ad inBnitum. All of this foretold& 10 kings yet coming kissing one butt, warring amongst themselves & with some broken off, & only one

eternally safe way for anyone to enter eternity on the right side, repenting of & cleansed of any of the mass of lies & confusion &

corruption of this dying: thru the strait gate, the door, the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures evidenced by

evident truth, conscience & the scriptures, three witnesses whole & in harmony: like the Godhead.

Man now able to be redeemed & whole in soul & spirit, but yet wrapped in corruptible gesh lingering until the resurrection when faith is

made sight. Woe to those going into that coming time not of faith the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen,

but with spiritual things breaking into the visible w/ commensurate ramping up of the evidence of faith needful for salvation w/ almost

sure martyrdom, men's hearts failing them for fear of looking after those things coming on the world. Get a King James Bible and

read...then compare to the perversions & note which doctrines they consistently attack, pervert & change.
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